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A: Just to give another answer: In case you want to
do it with regex, you could split lines and remove

first word in every line, when there is a space
between two consecutive numbers. // for example,
you can split lines with space after numbers // and

remove first word in each line String[] input =
yourInput.split("\\s+"); Then you can put them

back to your string. String output = ""; for (String
item : input) { if (item.contains("100")) { output
+= "Años desnudos " + item.substring(8) + ". "; }
} is simultaneously inferred by the chemometric
procedure for a maximum number of days, and

thus the predictive capability of the output model
may be strongly improved. There may be various
causes for this trend. A first possibility is that a

higher number of individuals and days may
actually lead to a better sampling of the chemical

profile of the mosquito's habitat \[[@CR34],
[@CR35]\]. A second possible explanation is that

the inferences of the predictive model for a
greater number of days are based on the model
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selected as optimal for the previous 15 days or
more. Thus, in this step, the information provided
by the mid-week sampling days was reflected in
the model selection. This is, in turn, reflected by

the lower adjusted *R* ^2^. Finally, the
traditional strategy for short-term predictions
(across few consecutive days) may be more
appropriate, as it allows the capture of the

variance in the short term. **Publisher's Note**
Springer Nature remains neutral with regard to

jurisdictional claims in published maps and
institutional affiliations. The authors would like to

thank Claudia Sparrantini, Alma Catanel, Paula
Llanos, Arias Maso and Shoko Matsumoto for
field assistance. The authors declare that they

have no conflict of interest. All applicable
international, national, and/or institutional

guidelines for the care and use of animals were
followed. All procedures performed in studies
involving animals were in accordance with the

ethical standards of the University of Campinas,
"Comissão Institucional de Ética para

Pesquisa---CAPPesq" (License Number:
006/2018) and "Comissão
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A: If you load the data with tge stream
handler, you can do something like this:
CSampler sampler = new
CSampler(tmpTable); IList list =
sampler.GetSamples(); if (list.Count > 0)
{ var first = list[0]; if (first.TblName ==
"clients") {
Console.WriteLine(first.TblName); } else
if (first.TblName == "tasks") {
Console.WriteLine(first.TblName); } else
if (first.TblName == "ticker") {
Console.WriteLine(first.TblName);
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